
compassionate

inverclyde

200+
People involved in public 

engagement sessions

1310
People have received  

Back Home Boxes

82
People trained as  

NODA companions

20
Primary schools  engaged,  

plus some nurseries

eight
Public celebration /

commemoration events

135
Volunteers directly involved

45
Back Home Box helpers recruited

30
People benefitted from volunteer/

NODA companion support

three
Secondary schools involved

13
Organisations represented on 

Compassionate Inverclyde board

20
Local awareness-raising  

and training events

10
Back Home visitors recruited

303
People completed the High Five 

wellbeing programme

14
A&E companions trained

2396
Likes and 2435 followers  

on Facebook

Find out more about the evaluation and join the Compassionate Communities movement:

www.ardgowanhospice.org.uk/compassionate-inverclyde

All figures accurate as of December 2018

http://www.ardgowanhospice.org.uk/compassionate-inverclyde


Compassionate Inverclyde has grown from a small local initiative into something 

which many of the people involved describe as a social movement.  It comprises 

many different elements, all connected by a strong overarching story about 

enabling ordinary people to do ordinary things for ordinary people and guided by the 

community values of being compassionate, helpful and neighbourly.  We offer a set 

of design principles for anyone seeking to transfer the learning from Compassionate 

Inverclyde. However, this advice must be viewed as a ‘compass’ and not as a tool kit or 

route map. How you develop your own Compassionate Community must make sense 

of the unique strengths, ideas and passions of your local people.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR CREATING A COMPASSIONATE COMMUNITY

1. Start with community conversations about what matters most to local people

2. Invest in development support from a trusted, compassionate, authentic and 

humble leader

3. Develop collaborative leadership at all levels around a shared purpose and 

intrinsic values

4. Anchor the movement with a local community organisation that has a trusted brand

5. Establish a courageous guiding coalition that gives permission to act, purposefully 

avoids unnecessary bureaucracy and enables risk taking

6. Connect as ordinary people, find creative ways to make it easy for local people to 

volunteer and for everyone to be kind, helpful and to have a can do attitude

7. Value and empower all contributors and ensure they have a strong and equal voice

8. Nurture community volunteers through peer support, reflective practice and 

wholehearted facilitation

9. Use the power of social media as a practical communication and self-organising tool

10. Stay curious and keep learning from other compassionate communities

11. Continue to pay attention to what matters to people and share stories that 

touch hearts and inspire people to be kind

12. Plan for a sustainable model of leadership and governance that can exploit 

synergies with other developments and minimises unintended consequences


